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As the arts sector continues to navigate the realities of the COVID-19 pandemic, patron interest in 
digital on-demand educational programs has emerged as a frequent topic of discussion across three 
artistic disciplines. WolfBrown recently asked patrons of cultural organizations what topics they 
would like to learn the most about, given the opportunity. Nearly 3,000 people responded to the 
question, “You said you have some interest or high interest in on-demand educational programs 
about [visual arts/theatre/music]. What would you most like to learn about, given the opportunity?” 
These open comments were coded by theme. The summary below reflects input from all the visual 
arts respondents and a random sample of respondents who mentioned interest in theatre or music 
programs. The sample of comments coded for this analysis is 732 respondents. 
 
Across all three disciplines the overwhelming majority of responses could be categorized as falling 
into one of three P’s: People, Process, and Production. 
 
People 
	
Patrons indicated that given the 
opportunity, they would be interested in 
learning more about the artists and 
technicians that inhabit their communities, 
as well as famous artists of the past and 
present. Patrons consistently asked for 
content like “artist interviews,” 
“biographies of famous performers,” and 
“how actors and artists are adjusting their 
artistry to exist online.” The demand for 
content detailing current working artists and more historical or famous figures, like Beethoven, 
Picasso, or Shakespeare, was relatively split throughout the data.  
 
Process 
	

_________________________________________	
 
“Focused story of an artist, their influences, their work, what 
makes them great or unique or focused story of a genre – how it 
came about, who its main artists were, what their unique 
contributions were, etc.” 
  -Visual Arts Survey Respondent 
_________________________________________	



Interest in various aspects of the artistic process, as well as elements like an art form’s history, that 
inform the process, also appeared frequently across the data. Historical perspectives and content 
were one of the most frequently mentioned data points across all three sets of surveys. Patrons 
indicated interest in content such as “historical perspectives on theatre,” “music history and how the 

modern musicians drew from the 
classics for inspiration,” and “the 
history of different art movements and 
the society that surrounded them.”  
 
Patrons also expressed interest in more 
technical processes, like music theory, 
dramaturgical information, or 
breakdowns on the various artistic 

styles and eras. It is worth noting that while process-centered content was requested frequently 
across all three disciplines, a substantial amount of variation exists as to what that content looks like 
e.g., renaissance art, modern art, African art, etc.  
 
 
Production 
 
Production aspects, such as how 
organizations operate, behind-the-scenes 
footage and interviews, and technical 
components, like stagecraft and costumes, 
were also requested at high rates. Substantial 
differences in the day-to-day operational 
models between the three artistic fields led to 
this demand manifesting itself in different 
ways across survey respondents. Theatrical 
respondents tended to be interested in 
rehearsal footage and casting insights, while musical respondents were frequently interested in how 
musical selections are chosen to be performed. Curatorial information, such as what art pieces are 
selected to showcase and how art auctions /sales operate appeared often in the visual art responses.  
 
The production “code” was particularly prevalent in the theatrical responses (which made up the 
overwhelming majority of overall survey respondents). Theatrical patrons indicated interest in 
stagecraft and other technical components of theatre they do not typically get to see. Of the 
technical components, costume design and construction were most frequently cited as content 
respondents would be interested in learning more about.  
 
Other Recent Data Analysis 
A pilot survey in early 2021 asked audiences to share any thoughts they might have about the role 
that online programming will play in their cultural life after venues open. From this sample of close 
to 500 respondents from U.S. presenters on the west coast, east coast, and midwest, open comments 
coded by theme revealed several perceived benefits and considerations of continued digital 
participation: 

_________________________________________	
	
“It would be fun to watch the history of specific instruments like 
the banjo.” 
  -Music Survey Respondent 
_________________________________________	

_________________________________________	
	
“How the different components of a show are created and fit 
together…lighting, music, scenery, etc.” 
  -Theatre Survey Respondent 
_________________________________________	



• Geographic access – removing the barriers of distance, cost and inconvenience expanding 
access to performances worldwide 

• Convenience – making it possible to increase attendance at more programs 
• Supplementation – providing materials and programs that complement the live attendance 

experience 
• Cost – being a considerable factor in purchasing online programs 
• Evaluation – making it easy to evaluate choices for purchase and decision to attend online or 

in person 
 

 
 
Closing Thoughts 
 
These three categories are certainly not all-inclusive. A variety of other types of educational content 
were requested by respondents, from music and acting lessons, to more general art appreciation 
courses.  
 
Respondents were also varied as to whether educational content should be related to existing 
programming that they have seen or will see soon. Some responses, like from those interested in 
costume design, expressed interest in both learning about costumes from a specific production they 
may have seen, to educational content about the field of costume design in general. 
 
And finally, there were a substantial number of respondents that, while interested in virtual 
educational content, were unsure of exactly what kind of content they were interested in. Among 
this group, some indicated that they were interested in “any content they could get,” highlighting the 
fact that in some cases and for some populations, something is better than nothing. 
 
Audience Outlook Monitor will be exploring digital and educational content in more detail in 2021.   


